SECTOR FOCUS
ERP IN RETAIL
ERP platforms play a pivotal role in retail and our sector focus will be the lead feature in the second issue of ERP Today. This will be the definitive review of the hottest topics affecting enterprise applications for retailers as we look at the changing landscape for retail as a whole and ask how can technology breathe new life into this demanding sector.

DIGITAL HR
AND HCM
SYSTEMS REVIEW
In depth analysis of key HR platforms and thorough review of innovations driving the next generation of smart HCM. Interviews with industry leaders responsible for some of the UK’s largest workforces and case studies showcasing the leading digital HR solutions.

ADVANCED
SUPPLY CHAIN
Following on from our ERP in manufacturing feature in this issue of ERP Today, we delve further into advanced supply chain and review all of the innovations and advantages that AI and ML are driving into supply chain across the UK.

THE ECONOMY
OF X
Experience is the pillar on which all successful enterprises build from. Experiential data coupled with operational data is providing new insights that create an end to end journey with high levels of personalisation. Our review looks at CX and EX and asks how the concept of ‘experience’ has so quickly become front and centre for vendors and the customers they serve.

APIs AND
MICROSERVICES
APIs are the new lifeblood of competitive advantage for the cloud-enabled enterprise. Detailed look at how to build an API strategy and successful microservices architectures. Reviews of the leading developers and enablers. Plus case studies from the most innovative use cases.

CONSULTING
How will SIs adapt to the new delivery model that cloud requires? Can the new approach to implementations and the end of upgrades still support the headcount? Detailed review of SI capabilities across all vendor platforms. Interviews with leadership at key integrators and analysis of strengths and weaknesses.

GRC
Governance, Risk and Compliance has always played a role in ERP. However, with the advent of cloud technologies and shifting infrastructure landscapes, embedding GRC as a core component of your ERP platform, smart HCM system or advanced supply chain is more important than ever.

EPM
Modern EPM has capabilities that incorporate artificial intelligence and machine learning. These technologies are powerful decision-making tools that close the gap between analytics and actionable insights. Our review looks at the various EPM platforms and provides a detailed analysis of how best to plan, budget and control your enterprise resources.

BI & ANALYTICS
The demands on BI and Analytics have grown exponentially as customers require greater intelligence-led insights from every area of their business. AI is the key driving force behind more intuitive and predictive business intelligence and our review will look at the key players in this highly competitive and increasingly innovative sector.

PROJECTS & IMPLEMENTATION
This extended feature on Projects and Implementation takes a detailed look at the murkier side of ERP and provides a step by step guide to ensuring your project is as performant as the system itself. Featuring case studies from the most innovative go-lives from the first 6 months of 2019. See our case study on HS2 in this issue of ERP Today for an example of how we review projects.

MAKING TAX
DIGITAL
Hot on the heels of the implementation of the new digital tax regime, ERP Today looks at the various platforms that are facilitating this transition and provides advice and guidance to those businesses that are still trying to make sense of the options and new obligations.

CRM HEAD
TO HEAD
We evaluate the CRM offerings from the major vendors and ask what innovations can we expect to see as businesses demand more intuitive insights into customer contact.